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A DECLARATIVE STATE TRANSITION SYSTEM 

IAN FOSTER 

D Most declarative formalisms do not support changes to the program state. 
In consequence, the benefits of a declarative programming style cannot be 
realized when writing state-changing programs such as environments and 
programming tools. Backus proposes applicative state transition systems as 
a solution to this problem. In such systems, computation and update are 
separated: programs are interpreted as defining functions over states, and 
update follows successful computation of new states. This paper shows 
how this idea can be used in practice. A class of programming systems 
termed declarative state transition (DST) systems is defined. A DST system 
supports program access to state, incremental description of new states, 
persistence, and atomic, serializable transactions. These features resolve 
problems inherent in Backus’s original proposal. They are made available 
in an extended declarative language, which supports a declarative treat- 
ment of file system update. This user language is used to implement 
programming environments and tools. The approach is illustrated by a 
description of the design and application of Parlog+ , the user language in 
a DST system for parallel logic programming. a 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It would be useful to be able to exploit the advantages of a declarative program- 
ming style when constructing environments and tools for declarative programming. 
However, this requires the ability to deal with concurrency and program update. 
Few declarative formalisms provide adequate treatments of these issues. In conse- 
quence, most declarative programming environments are implemented in impera- 
tive languages. Declarative programming tools are generally constructed using 
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primitives such as PROLOG’s assert, retract, read, and write, which side-effect the 
internal database and file system. These side effects to an implicit state compro- 
mise declarative semantics. State-changing programs can hence not be analyzed, 
transformed, and composed in the same way as other declarative programs. 

Concurrent functional and logic languages support concurrent programming in 
a declarative formalism. They also permit a partial solution to the problem of state 
change. Programs that modify the file system state can be defined as functions or 
relations over streams of commands to a file system manager [12,6]. However, this 
appro& still effects state change imperatively, by side-effecting an implicit state: 
sending a message is essentially equivalent to calling a side-effecting primitive. 

Space does not permit a detailed critique of imperative programming. Two 
specific problems are mentioned here. Programs with imperative features cannot 
readily be composed, particularly in a concurrent environment. For example, 
consider a procedure modify that reads, transforms, and then updates a program 
at a specified address using side-effecting primitives read and write: 

modify(Addr) + read(Addr,Pr), transform(Pr,NewPr), write(Addr,NewPr). 

(The logic procedure transform(Pr,NewPr) defines the relation: program NewPr 
is obtained from program Pr by applying a transformation.) Because side-effecting 
primitives are used to effect update, two concurrent calls to this procedure, 

. . . , modify(l), modify(l),... 

may transform the program at address 1 once or twice, depending on the temporal 
ordering of the read and write operations. 

Second, imperative features make logical failure problematic, as programs can 
be left in inconsistent states. For example, if a call to modify fails, the program 
may still have been modified. 

The problems of concurrent access and failure can be solved in an imperative 
framework by providing linguistic support for mutual exclusion [131 and atomic 
actions [201. However, this makes already complex programs even harder to 
understand. 

This paper describes an approach to programming system design that solves 
these problems in a declarative framework. It exploits an idea proposed originally 
by Backus [2]: the separation of computation and update. In Backus’s proposed 
upplicatiue state transition (AST) systems, the state is represented as a functional 
program. A simple shell repeatedly applies functions in this program to the 
program itself in order to obtain a new program for the next iteration. This 
approach permits any state-modifying program to be composed with another. 
However, Backus does not address the problems of how to represent the state, 
implement update, and support concurrency. These problems are dealt with in this 
paper. 

The realization of a practical programming system based on Backus’s idea relies 
on four concepts: state as language term; incremental description of new states; 
persistence; and atomic, serializable transactions. These are made available to 
programmers in a user language, to be used for the implementation of program- 
ming environments and tools. The system architecture that results is termed a 
declarative state transition (DST) system. 
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The user language in a DST system permits program statements to be inter- 
preted as defining functions or relations over file system states. This permits 
programs to be composed and executed concurrently without declarative semantics 
being compromised. File system update is defined to occur as an atomic state 
transition if and only if evaluation of relations (or functions) successfully computes 
new file system states. Failure is hence not problematic: if a program fails to 
compute a member of a relation, no update occurs. 

For concreteness, this paper focuses on an existing DST system. PPS (Parlog 
Programming System [8]) is a programming system designed and constructed at 
Imperial College. Implemented in the parallel logic language Parlog, it supports an 
extended Parlog language termed Parlog+ as a user language. The design and 
application of Parlog+ are described in this paper. 

Efficient implementation of DST systems is a challenging problem. The reader 
is referred to [lo] for a discussion of implementation issues and a description of an 
implementation scheme for DST systems in general and PPS in particular. 

2. THE PROBLEM OF PROGRAM UPDATE 

The following problems must be solved to achieve a declarative treatment of 
program update in a programming system. 

2.1. Representing State and State Change 

The state of the file system in which program files are located must be made 
accessible as language terms in a declarative language. It then becomes possible to 
write programs that describe functions or relations between file system states. For 
example, a logic procedure may define the relation transform(T,State,Statel), with 
the declarative reading: applying transformation T to state State produces the state 
State1 . 

The representation of the state must be at a suitable level of abstraction for 
common programming tasks. It must also permit an efficient and succinct repre- 
sentation of change. A programmer is generally concerned with making quite 
minor changes to programs. It should thus not be difficult to construct a new state 
which differs only in some minor respect from a previous state. The problem of 
efficiently representing the fact that some state differs from another in a single 
component (without using destructive assignment) has been termed the frame 
problem [16]. 

2.2. Implementing State Change 

A program called with a representation of the file system state as an argument can 
compute a representation of a modified state. For example, if S represents a file 
system state, a call transform(T,S,Sl) may compute a new state Sl . This computa- 
tion of a new state (Sl) must be translated into physical changes to the file system 
represented by the state S. 
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2.3. Self-Reference 

If a programming system is to be self-contained, programs must be able to access 
and update their own representations in the file system. 

2.4. Concurrency 

A programming system should support concurrent access to program files. Concur- 
rency raises both semantic and implementation problems. To preserve declarative 
semantics (which assumes that programs are evaluated with respect to an unchang- 
ing state), it should not be possible to update a state component whilst it is being 
accessed. This implies a need for mutual exclusion mechanisms in an implementa- 
tion, and consequent problems of deadlock detection or avoidance, etc. Some of 
these problems are related to problems encountered in distributed databases [3]. 

3. DECLARATIVE STATE TRANSITION SYSTEMS 

DST systems apply the following concepts to solve these problems. Some of these 
concepts are well known in metaprogramming, databases, and programming lan- 
guage design. However, their integration in a declarative programming system is 
new. 

3.1. State as Language Term 

A state data type is introduced. A state represents the contents of a file system. 
State primitices can be applied to states to access representations of state compo- 
nents and to construct new states. 

3.2. Concise Representation of State 

State generation primitives permit new states to be constructed by describing how 
they differ from previous states. This avoids frame problems: it is easy to construct 
new states that only differ from another state in small details. (It also enables a 
DST system implementation to represent new states efficiently and to determine 
how states differ; only the modifications required to construct a new state need to 
be recorded and compared.) 

3.3. Persistence 

Components of a state can be executed or accessed without concern for their 
location in primary or secondary storage. Furthermore, as described in Section 3.4 
below, new states can be computed without concern for their longecity after 
computation terminates. Atkinson et al. [l] refer to this incorporation of the file 
system in a programming language as persistence. Persistence removes the distinc- 
tion that most languages make between accessible but volatile primary storage and 
less accessible but stable secondary storage. Programs in a persistent language 
simply access language objects; these are loaded and saved by the language 
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implementation, as required. As it has been suggested that typically 30% of 
programs is concerned with moving data to and from disk and converting formats 
used for disk storage to language structures [l], this is a significant advantage. 

3.4. Separation of Computation and Update 

Update is necessary. However, it need not pervade a programming language’s 
operational semantics. Instead, it may be defined to be a consequence of the 
declarative reading of programs. This is achieved as follows. A program is executed 
with a representation of the current state as input. If this program defines a 
function or relation over file system states, its evaluation may compute a new state 
as output. The original state-which contains the program with respect to which 
the query was executed-is then replaced with the output state. Further queries 
are evaluated with respect to the new state. 

This approach, proposed by Backus [2] in the context of functional program- 
ming, provides update without compromising the declarative semantics of pro- 
grams that define relations between states. It permits self-reference: a program can 
access its own description in the current state and can compute a new state in 
which it is differently defined. Programs describing state change can be composed 
to build more powerful programs. Furthermore, failure does not lead to inconsis- 
tent states: update only occurs following successful termination. 

3.5. Atomic, Serializable Transactions 

The evaluation of a program with respect to a state, and the replacement of this 
state by a new state that it has computed, is termed a transaction. Like transactions 
in database systems [3], it represents an update to be performed either in its 
entirety or not at all. 

The ability to nest transactions and to execute nested transactions concurrently 
can be useful in certain applications. For example, it permits the programming of 
command interpreters that evaluate a number of queries concurrently, as indepen- 
dent transactions. 

It is desirable that each transaction in a set of nested transactions retain its 
declarative semantics. Concurrency control mechanisms [3] are therefore necessary 
to avoid conflicting accesses and updates to the same state components by 
concurrently executing transactions. 

Nested transactions may be implemented as true subtransactions [1.5], in which 
case commitment of an enclosed transaction must be undone if the enclosing 
(parent) transaction subsequently fails. Alternatively, nested transactions may 
commit independently of their parent. For simplicity, the latter approach is 
assumed herein. 

3.6. State as Program 

The “state” made accessible in a DST system represents a set of programs rather 
than files, records, or strings of characters. A program is a set of statements (e.g. 
logic clauses). It is a basic structural unit, and due to its persistence may be 
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compared with both a file in a conventional file system and a module in a 
conventional programming language. 

3.7. Attributes 

Conventional file systems normally associate, implicitly or explicitly, data such as 
creation date, format, etc. with program files. A representation of state as a set of 
programs makes the specification of this met&formation difficult. It can only be 
represented as program statements, located either in the program to which it 
refers or in some other program. The former option confuses programs and 
metainformation; the latter leads to the problem of relating metainformation to 
the program to which it refers. These problems are avoided by permitting labeled 
terms named attributes to be associated with state components. An attribute is a 
{label,value) pair. Thus a program may have an attribute (created_by,john), a 
statement an attribute (description,‘A procedure to sort lists’), etc. 

4. PARLOG+ : THE USER LANGUAGE IN A DST SYSTEM 

Parlog+ is the user language in the declarative state transition system PPS. That is, 
it is an enhanced language supported by PPS that can be used to describe state 
change, and that is used to implement programming environments and tools. 
Parlog+ extends the parallel logic programming language Parlog with the concepts 
introduced in the previous section. This section outlines the basic principles of 
Parlog+ . A familiarity with Parlog is assumed in this presentation: Appendix I 

gives a brief overview of the language. 
Note that programs presented in this and 

rather than Parlog programs. Calls to Parlog+ 

subsequent sections are Parlog + 
primitives are in boldface. 

4.1. Overview of Parlog + 

(1) A Parlog+ state consists of a number of programs, each with a unique 
name. 

(2) A Parlog+ program consists of zero or more procedures and zero or more 
attributes. 

(3) A Parlog+ procedure is a Parlog procedure (Appendix I) augmented with 
zero or more attributes. 

(4) A Parlog+ attribute is a pair (Tl ,T2), where Tl and T2 are terms. Tl is the 
name and T2 the value of the attribute. 

(5) Computation in Parlog+ is initiated by a transaction which maps a current 
state to a next state. A transaction specifies a conjunction of goals (a query) 
and the name of a program in the current state, with respect to which these 
goals are to be executed. A Parlog+ transaction is evaluated in the same 
way as a Parlog query, except that Parlog+ primitives may be called and 
commitment (defined below) must be performed upon successful termina- 
tion. 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

00) 

(11) 

A Parlog+ transaction can use language primitives to: 

obtain an encoding of the state with respect to which it is being evaluated 
(the current state); 

access descriptions of state components: procedures, attributes, etc. (these 
are represented as Parlog terms); 

construct encodings of new states that differ from the current or other 
states in specified ways; 

nominate a state to replace the current state upon successful termination 
of the transaction (the next state); 

execute procedures located in other named programs. 

A Parlog+ state is a first class language object. States can be included in 
terms and tested for equality. (Two states are equal if their components are 
syntactically identical.) 

If a Parlog+ transaction terminates successfully, and has nominated a next 
state, then commitment attempts to replace the current state with this new 
state. This replacement is performed as an atomic action and either 
succeeds or is aborted. 

Parlog+ programs can use a primitive akin to Parlog’s control metacall 
(Appendix I) to initiate, monitor, and control nested transactions. Nested 
transactions are evaluated with respect to the state as defined at the time 
they are initiated. They commit independently of their parent transaction. 

A concurrency control mechanism ensures that all committing transactions 
are serializable (see Section 4.4). It may abort a transaction if committing it 
would violate serializability. 

The concurrency control mechanism used in PPS (described in [9]) applies 
this constraint on updates: A next state computed by a successfully termi- 
nating transaction may be committed if it does not modify any program 
which a concurrently executing (that is, not yet terminated) transaction has 
already executed or accessed using Parlog+ primitives. 

4.2. Examples of Parlog+ Transactions 

The syntax 

?- (program) : (query) 

is used to represent a Parlog+ transaction. This specifies that (query) is to be 
evaluated using procedures in a particular (program). 

First, consider a relation defined(S,R,Ps) with the logical reading: relation R is 
defined in programs on the list Ps in state S. Its implementation, presented in 
Section 5.1.2, uses Parlog+ primitives to access and analyze the state S. Assume 
that the procedure defined / 3 is located in a program tools in the current state. 
The transaction 

?- tools:current(S) , defined(S,f/l ,X) . 

calls the Parlog+ primitive current to obtain an encoding of the current state and 
the defined/3 relation to determine in which programs in this state the relation 
f/ 1 is defined. 
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Second, consider a relation transform(T,S,Sl) with the logical reading: S and 
Sl are states related by transformation T. Its implementation, presented in Section 
52.2, uses Parlog+ primitives to access the state S and to construct the new state 
Sl. The transaction 

?- tools:curreni(S), transform((t),S,Sl), next(S1). 

uses the current primitive to obtain an encoding of the current state, calls the 
relation transform to apply a transformation (t) to this state to obtain a new state 
Sl , and uses the Parlog+ primitive next to indicate that this state is to replace the 
current state upon successful termination. 

Parlog+ programs can be composed very naturally. For example, the transac- 
tion 

?- tools :current(S) , transform((t),S,Sl) , transform( (OS1 ,S2), next(S2). 

applies the transformation (t) exactly twice to state S to generate a new state S2, 
which is nominated as the transaction’s next state. 

Note that Parlog+ permits self-reference. The transaction 

?- tools : current(S) , defined (S ,defined / 3,Ps) . 

(which is intended to determine in which programs the procedure defined/3 is to 
be found) results in the binding Ps = [{tools,defined / 311 (unless defined / 3 is 
also defined in other programs, in which case the list will contain additional 
elements). 

4.3. Parlog + ‘s Extensions to Parlog 

Parlog+‘s extensions to Parlog are illustrated in Figure 1. The state data type and 
state primitives make the file system state accessible in the language, permitting 
Parlog+ programs to explicitly define relations over states. Persistence conceals 
the existence of secondary storage from the programmer, permitting file system 
management functions to be expressed as Parlog relations. Atomic, serializable 
transactions permit the programmer to ignore the effects of interactions between 
transactions. 

FIGURE 1. Parlog and Parlog+ . 

g 
+ L Parlog 
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5. I. State Access 

State access primitives permit a Parlog+ transaction to access terms describing 
state components. They include programs, diet, definition, and attribute. These 
primitives must be applied to a term representing a state. The current primitive 
can be used to determine the current state: the state with respect to which a 
transaction is being evaluated. 

51.1. State Access Primitives. The annotations on arguments indicate whether 
an argument must be available before the primitive can be evaluated (?) or is 
generated by the primitive ( t 1: 

current@ t) 
S is the current state. 

programs(S?,Ps t) 
The list Ps names the programs defined in state S. 

dict(S?,P?,Rs f ) 
The list Rs names the relations defined in the program P in the state S. 

definition(S?,P?,R?,D t) 
D is a description of the relation R as defined in the program P in the state S. 

attribute(S?,P?,A?,V t ) 
V is the value of the attribute named A associated with the program P in the 
state S. 

Calls to state access primitives fail if the state component they are attempting to 
access does not exist. 

The terms returned by state access primitives are descriptions of state compo- 
nents. The term description is used here in a technical sense to denote a metalevel 
naming of objects [41. For example, programs and diet return lists of constants 
corresponding to program and relation names respectively. definition returns a 
variable-free term describing a procedure. This has the form 

(clauselist) 

(clauselist) is a list of tuples describing clauses. A clause description has the form 

(head) is a (goal), and (guard) and (body) are lists of (goal)s. A (goal) is a 
Parlog constant or structured term. The arguments to a (goal) are (term)s. A 
(term) is a constant, which describes itself; or a structure v((name)), which 
describes a variable named (name); or a structured term tuple((termlist)), where 
(termlist) is a list of (term)s describing the arguments to a tuple; or a list 
[(term1 )I (term2)], which describes a list structure with head and tail described by 
(term1 ) and (term2). 

Thus a procedure 

on([EILl, E). 

on([ElIL],E) +El =\=E:on(L,E). 
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is described by the term (text following a “%” character is a comment): 

[{on([v(‘E’) Iv(‘L’)l,v(‘E’)), [ I,[ I), % Clause 1: head & empty guard, body. 

IonM’El’) IvO-‘)l,vW), % Clause 2: head. 

[v(‘El ‘) = \ = v(‘E’)l, % Guard: El =\= E. 

[on(v(‘L’),v(‘E’))l) % Body: on(L,E). 

I 

The Parlog syntax used in this paper is summarized in Appendix I. 

5.1.2. Example: Program Analysis. State access primitives make it possible to 
write metaprograms such as metainterpreters and program analyzers in Parlog+ . 

For example, the relation defined(S,R,Ps) presented below has the logical 
reading: Ps is a list of pairs {Pl ,R), . . . , (Pn,R) such that the relation R is defined in 
the programs Pl, . . . , Pn in state S. 

defined / 3 uses the programs primitive to obtain a list of programs defined in 
the state S (Cl). (Clause numbers Ci refer to the program). It then calls 
defined / 4, which checks each program P using the diet primitive to determine 
whether it contains the relation R. If it does, it outputs a pair (P,RJ (C2); 
otherwise, it does not (C3). 

Transactions that invoke this program were presented in Section 4.2. 

defined(S,R,As) + % Check all programs. (Cl) 
programs(S,Ps), defined(S,Ps,R,As). 

defined(S,[P I Psl,R,As) + % R defined in program P. (C2) 
dict(S,P,Rs), on(Rs, RI :As =[{P, R)IAsll, defined(S,Ps,R,Asl). 

defined(S,[P I Psl,R,As) + % R not defined in P. (C3) 
othetwise: defined(S,Ps,R,As). 

defined(S,[ l,R,As) + As = [ I. % All programs checked. (C4) 

on([E I Es], E). % E on list if head of list. (C5) 
on([El I Es], E) + E = \= El : on(Es, E). % E on list if on tail. (C6) 

5.2. State Generation 

Parlog+ transactions can call state generation primitives such as new-program, 
new - definition, and new-attribute to construct new states that differ from other 
states in incorporating different definitions for particular state components. 

Many new states can be computed in the course of a transaction’s execution. 
The next primitive can be called to nominate a next state that is to replace the 
current state upon successful termination of the transaction in which it is called. 
next can be called at any time in the evaluation of a transaction. next can only be 
called once; second and subsequent calls to next in the same transaction are 
signaled as exceptions. Commitment of a next state is only attempted if the 
transaction terminates successfully and if upon termination the term specified by 
the call to next is instantiated to a term representing a valid state. 
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5.2.1. State Generation Primitives 

new_program(S?,P?,Sl t 1 
State Sl differs from state S in containing a new (empty> program named P. 

new_definition(S?,P?,D?,Sl t) 
State Sl differs from state S in containing definition D in program P. D is a 
term describing a Parlog procedure. (The name of the procedure is implicit 
in this description.) 

next(S?) 
The state S is to replace the current state upon successful termination of the 
transaction in which this call is executed. 

5.2.2. Example: Program Transformation. State generation primitives permit 
program transformations to be specified in Parlog+ as relations over states. State 
access primitives are used to obtain descriptions of state components. State 
generation primitives are used to generate new states that contain transformed 
versions of these components. 

The program presented in this section specifies a generic transformation pro- 
gram. transform(T,S,Sl) has the logical reading: S is a state, and Sl is S 
transformed by a transformation T. A transformation is specified by a tuple 
{Rs,P,A}, which indicates that the relations named on the list Rs are to be 
transformed using the relation named A as defined in the program named P. 

access(S,Rs,Ds) has the reading: Rs is a list of (program,relation) name pairs, 
and Ds is a list of terms describing these relations as defined in state S. The list DS 
is constructed by retrieving descriptions of the named relations using the state 
access primitive definition (C2,3). 

apply(Ds,P,A,Dsl) has the reading: Ds is a list of procedure definitions, and 
Dsl is that list when each definition is transformed using the procedure for the 
relation named A in program P. A call to A is constructed for each procedure on 
the list using the =.. primitive. (This primitive translates a list [N,A,, . . . ,A,1 to the 
structured term N(A,, . . . , A,).) This call has the form A(D,Dl) and reads: D and 
Dl are descriptions of procedures and (D,Dl) is a member of the relation A. The # 
primitive (described in Section 5.3 below) is used to evaluate the newly constructed 

goal using the program P. 

transform({Rs,P,A},S,Sl) +- (Cl) 
access(S,Rs,Ds), apply(Ds,P,A,Dsl), record(S,Rs,Dsl,Sl). 

access@, [{P,R)I Rs1,D.s) + % Retrieve current definition. (C2) 
Ds = [D [Dsll, definition(S,P,R,D), access(S,Rs,Dsl). 

access(S,[ I,Ds) + Ds = [ 1. (C3) 

apply([D I Dsl,P,A,Ds2) * (C4) 
G =..[A,D,Dl], % Construct call to A(D,Dl); 
P#G, % call this to compute Dl 
Ds2 = [Dl JDsll, apply(Ds,P,A,Dsl). 

apply([ I,P,A,Ds) + DS = [ 1. cc9 

record@, [{P,RlI Rsl,[D (Dsl,S2)) * % New defn in new state. (C6) 
new_definition(S,P,D,Sl), record61 ,Rs,Ds,S2). 

record(S,[ I,[ 1,Sl) +- Sl =S. cc71 
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record(S,Rs,Ds,Sl) has the reading: S is a state, and Sl is the state obtained 
from S by redefining the relations on the list Rs with the definitions in the list Ds. 
The state generation primitive new-definition is used to construct the new state. 

Assume that the procedures presented here are located in a program named 
tools. Then, as noted previously, transform can be executed in the transaction: 

?- tools:current(S), transform((t),S,Sl), next(S1). 

where (t) represents a transformation. (An example of a possible transformation is 
given in Appendix II.) This transaction computes the relation transform((t),S,Sl), 
where S is the current state, and applies the update S -+ Sl upon successful 
termination. 

5.3. Transactions and Programs 

A Parlog+ procedure call is evaluated in the program in which the procedure that 
made the call is located. Calls to relations undefined in that program generate 
exceptions (Appendix I), even if these relations are defined in other programs. 

The transaction and # primitives support calls to procedures located in other 
programs. The transaction primitive is also used to initiate, monitor, and control 
nested transactions. 

5.3.1. The Transaction and Program Primitives 

transaction(P?,G?,R t ,C?) 
Initiates a transaction to execute goal G using the program named P. R and C 
can be used to monitor and control the transaction in the same way as the 
status and control streams of Parlog’s control metacall (Appendix I>. Upon 
successful termination of the transaction, an attempt is made to commit a 
next state, if one has been nominated (using next) during its execution. This 
attempt may fail, due to conflict with another transaction. Commitment 
failure is signaled by the transaction termination status commit error(_). The 
argument to this message indicates both why commitment failed and the 
updates that were not performed. If commitment succeeds, the usual termi- 
nation status (succeeded) is returned. 

P?#G? 
Executes goal G in program P. 

Both these primitives refer implicitly to (and are evaluated with respect to) the 
current state. (The language can easily be extended to permit evaluation of goals 
using programs defined in new states generated by a transaction; for simplicity, this 
is not considered here.) 

5.3.2. Example: A Shell with Inheritance. One application of the transaction 
primitive is the programming of command interpreters. A Parlog+ command 
interpreter can execute concurrent queries as separate transactions. Parlog-t’s 
concurrency control mechanisms prevent conflict when concurrent queries access 
the same state components. 
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The ability to call procedures located in other programs permits the use of 
Parlog+ programs to structure larger programs. A program that consists of 
logically distinct components can be divided into several subprograms. These 
programs can then be linked by shells that invoke delegation and inheritance 
mechanisms following calls to relations that are undefined in one of these pro- 
grams. 

The simple command interpreter or shell presented here extends Parlog+‘s 
standard operational semantics by providing a simple inheritance mechanism. 
Each program may inherit definitions from one other program. It is assumed for 
simplicity that this simple inheritance relation is specified by an attribute inherits 
associated with programs. The value of a program’s inherits attribute specifies the 
“auxiliary program” from which that program inherits definitions. Thus an at- 
tribute (inherits,library] associated with a program indicates that calls to relations 
undefined in that program should be evaluated using procedures in the program 
named Ii brat-y. 

The shell implemented by the program presented here executes each query 
(P,G} received on its input stream as a separate transaction using the transaction 
primitive (Cl). The current, attribute, and diet primitives are used to obtain a list 
of relations defined in the program P’s auxiliary program, if P has an attribute 
{inherits,Aux) associated with it, and if the program Aux exists (C2,3). 

shell([{P,G)IQsl) - transaction(P,G,R,C), monitor(P,R,C), shell(Qs). 

monitor(P,R,C) + % Find diet of auxiliary program, if it exists. 
current(S), attribute(S,P,inherits,Aux), dict(S,Aux,Rs) : 
monitor(Aux,Rs,R,C). 

monitor(P,R,C) * % Otherwise Diet = [ I. 
otherwise: monitor(_,[ I,R,C). 

monitor(Aux,Rs,succeeded,_). % Termination . . . 
monitor(Aux,Rs,failed,_). % 
monitor(Aux,Rs,commit_error(_),_). % Commit error. 
monitor(Aux,Rs, [exception(undefined,G,Cont) I RI,0 + 

(Cl) 

(C2) 

(C3) 

(C4) 
(C5) 
(C6) 
(C7) 

name(G,N), on(Rs,N) : % Find name of G. In Aux? 
Cont =Aux#G, monitor(Aux,Rs,R,C). % Inherit G from Aux. 

monitor(Aux,Rs,[exception(T,G,Cont) I_, C) + (C8) 
otherwise : C =stop. % Other exceptions: abort. 

monitor then monitors the new transaction’s status stream. It detects calls to 
undefined relations (signaled by exception messages with type undefined) and 
executes them in the auxiliary program, using #, if they are defined in that 
program [that is, if they are on the list RS (C7)]. This is achieved by binding the 
continuation cariable associated with the exception: see Appendix I. name(G,N) 
reads: goal G invokes a relation named N. For example, the goal shell(Qs) invokes 
shell/ 1. Otherwise, execution of the transaction is aborted (CS). Remaining 
clauses deal with termination ((24-6). 

A range of more sophisticated shells can be programmed in Parlog+ , using the 
exception message to detect calls to undefined relations; attributes or Parlog+ 
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procedures to define inheritance structures, etc.; the diet primitive to locate 
relations in programs; and the # primitive to initiate execution of procedures in 
other programs. Interesting possibilities include: 

Unix-style “search path”: A shell can search through a list of programs (rather 
than a single program, as in the program above) to locate procedures not 
present in the original program. The list of programs to search may be 
defined by a procedure specified in some program assumed to define a user 
“environment”. 

Conditional inheritance : A shell can execute procedures in an auxiliary pro- 
gram to determine where to evaluate calls to undefined relations. For 
example, a relation refer(G,P) may be interpreted as: goal G may be evalu- 
ated in program P. A range of inheritance schemes can be specified in this 
way. 

Restarting transactions: A shell can detect transactions aborted due to concur- 
rency control (signaled by a commit_error(_) termination status) and reexe- 
cute them. 

Directory structure: A shell may implement its own program access primitives 
and consult a program defining a “directory structure” when processing 
them. Arbitrary directory structures can be defined in this way. 

Query-the-user: A shell can prompt the user for definitions for undefined 
relations, cache the answers, and interpret them when attempting to solve 
subsequent calls to the same relations. It can also add these new definitions 
to programs upon successful termination of the query that required them. 
This “query-the-user” facility [I81 is useful in expert systems and other 
interactive programs in which the user must contribute to the solution of a 
problem. It can also facilitate top down program development: the user is 
asked for definitions for undefined relations as they are encountered in a 
partially completed program. 

6. RELATED WORK 

A number of systems have been proposed that incorporate partial solutions to the 
problem of program update in a declarative programming system. Backus’s [2] 
proposed applicative state transition systems were mentioned in Section 1. 

The Unix shell programming language’s pipe feature 1171 permits programs that 
read and write streams of data to be linked (composed) in a pipeline. This allows 
existing tools to be combined, producing more complex shell programs that also 
read and write streams of data. However, only linear, unidirectional composition is 
supported. Its utility is further reduced by the fact that the shell language is 
distinct from the languages used to program applications. Furthermore, the file 
system side effects implicit in many Unix tools limit the extent to which they can be 
composed. 

Shultis 1191 and McDonald [141 have described functional shells for Unix that 
support functional composition of programs. These permit more general program 
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composition-for example, several inputs can be passed to a single program-but 
do not avoid the problem of file system side effects. In contrast, the declarative 
treatment of update supported by DST systems means that programs that modify 
the state can be composed. In addition, user languages such as Parlog+ can be 
used as both shell and application programming languages. Although both func- 
tional and relational DST systems can be defined, it is worth noting that the logic 
variable found in parallel logic programming languages permits more general 
composition of programs. Arbitrary and dynamic communication networks can be 
defined as conjunctions of processes; shared variables serve as communication 
channels. 

Bowen and Kowalski [41 propose that logic programming systems be extended 
with a relation demo(Pr,G), which reads: the goal G can be proven using the 
program represented by the term Pr. It is then possible to construct terms 
representing different programs and to execute queries using these programs. 
However, as demo is a metainterpreter, this approach cannot be expected to give 
good performance. Bowen [5] defines a language metaprolog in which demo is a 
language primitive and programs represented as language terms can be executed 
directly. In metaprolog, programs are constructed using primitives such as 
add_to(Prl,CI,Pr2), which reads: program Pr2 differs from program Prl in incor- 
porating the clause Cl. Both these proposals permit a declarative treatment of 
program transformation. However, problems of self-reference, physical update, 
and concurrency are not addressed. 

The language Argus [20] represents an imperative solution to some of the 
problems noted in Section 2. Its design is intended not to provide a declarative 
treatment of update but to support fault-tolerant distributed computing. It pro- 
vides linguistic support for stable objects (which survive crashes) and nested atomic 
actions (transactions) on these objects. Argus programs perform sequences of 
actions on objects; the language kernel synchronizes accesses and records changes 
to objects on stable storage when actions complete. 

Parlog+ programs and transactions have similarities to Argus objects and 
actions. One major point of difference between Argus and Parlog+ is that all 
Argus programs must pay the costs associated with robustness, whether this is 
required or not. In consequence, the language is not general purpose: it is 
designed specifically for use in applications requiring a high degree of reliability. 
Parlog+ , on the other hand, is a user language, implemented in a Parlog 
programming system: it enhances but does not replace Parlog. Declarative seman- 
tics for update (and potentially, fault tolerance) are hence available to the Parlog 
programmer, but only if required. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has been concerned with the problems of constructing programming 
environments and tools for declarative programming. It has described an approach 
to programming system design that supports a declarative treatment of program 
update in a concurrent environment. This is achieved by making the state accessi- 
ble in a declarative language. It is argued that the explicit, declarative treatment of 
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state update that this permits is more elegant than the side-effecting operations on 
the implicit state employed in imperative systems. 

A central principle is the separation of computation and update. Declarative 
language programs are interpreted as defining functions or relations over file 
system states. Computation of a new state by a program results in an atomic 
transition from the old file system state to the new state computed by the program. 
Systems based on this principle are termed declarative state transition systems. 

The realization of a usable programming system based on this idea relies on 
four concepts: program access to state, incremental description of new states, 
persistence, and atomic transactions. These are encapsulated in a user language, 
which is used to implement programming environments and tools. This user 
language supports a declarative treatment of file system update. 

The approach has been illustrated using the example of Parlog+, the user 
language in the DST system PPS. It was shown that Parlog+ programs that 
describe program update have a simple declarative reading. They can be composed 
and executed in parallel. The state change computed by a query is well defined: 
failure is not problematic. Furthermore, declarative semantics is maintained when 
nested transactions execute concurrently. 

By incorporating a state data type and metalogical primitives in Parlog, Parlog+ 
supports metaprogramming in a concurrent language. Metainterpreters, program 
analysers, and program transformers can readily be programmed. These programs 
can refer to and modify their own representations, so a Parlog+ state (that is, file 
system) is self-contained. 

By making the state of a file system accessible in the language, Parlog+ allows 
“program management” and “systems programming” tasks to be viewed as 
metaprogrumming tasks. This makes the advantages of a declarative programming 
style available when building tools to aid in program development. Finally, 
Parlog+? support for the monitoring and control of nested transactions enables 
the language to be used to construct powerful programming shells. 

In other respects, Parlog+ inherits Parlog’s properties as a systems and applica- 
tions programming language. 

Efficient implementation techniques for DST systems in general and PPS in 
particular have been developed; these are described in [lo]. The current imple- 
mentation of PPS is written in Parlog and runs on Sun workstations. It has been 
used to implement programming environments and a variety of programming tools. 

The user language in a DST system is more expressive than the base language 
from which it is derived. However, this expressive power has an implementation 
cost. To provide atomic transactions, updates must be cached and then recorded 
on stable storage; to provide serializability, information about accesses to state 
components must be recorded. As not all applications require atomic transactions, 
etc., a declarative programming system can usefully support programming in both 
the base and the user language. This is the case in PPS. Applications that can 
benefit from a declarative treatment of update use Parlog+% unique language 
features. Applications in which state change is more conveniently expressed in 
terms of communicating processes are programmed in its Parlog subset. 

The ideas presented herein can be developed in a number of areas. Two are 
noted here. First, the concept of state can be generalized. It was assumed herein 
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that the state comprises a set of persistent program files. A user language can be 
generalized so as to incorporate in state both (1) nonpersistent (that is, temporary) 
objects and (2) objects other than logic programs. The former permits more 
efficient representation of information that needs to be shared between concurrent 
(nested) transactions but that is not required to persist after termination of the 
enclosing transaction. The latter permits a declarative treatment of other types of 
file system update: for example, operations on databases. In both cases, new types 
of state component are made available in the user language by means of additional 
state access and state generation primitives. 

Second, a user language such as Parlog+ can be extended to serve as a 
language for programming robust or fault-tolerant systems: systems which behave 
correctly despite hardware failure. Commitment of the file system updates com- 
puted by a transaction is atomic in the face of logical failure (of a transaction) and 
concurrent, conflicting accesses. Commitment can also be made atomic in the face 
of physical (that is, hardware) failure. 

APPENDIX I. THE PARALLEL LOGIC LANGUAGE PARLOG 

A brief description of the Parlog language from which Parlog+ is derived is given 
here. For a fuller treatment, the reader is referred to [7] or [ll]. 

Parlog is both a logic programming language and a process-oriented language. 
Parlog programs are sets of logical axioms which have a declarative reading. They 
have an alternative behavioral reading in which they define systems of processes. 
These execute concurrently, communicate through shared logical variables, and 
synchronize using dataflow constraints. 

A Parlog program is a finite set of guarded clauses. A 
form 

H+G ,,..., G,:B ,,..., B,. m,nrO 

where H is the clause’s head, : is the commit operator, and 

guarded clause has the 

the Gi and B, are goals. 
The Gs constitute the guard of the clause, and the Bs its body. Each clause can be 
read declaratively as “H is true if the Gs and Bs are true”. Clauses with the same 
relation name and arity are grouped together into procedures. 

To evaluate a goal, all clauses for the procedure defining the relation called by 
that goal are searched for a candidate clause. A clause is a candidate if its head 
matches with the goal and its guard succeeds. It is a noncandidate if either 
matching or guard evaluation fails. If all clauses are noncandidates, the goal fails; 
otherwise a single candidate clause is (nondeterministically) selected and the goal 
is reduced to the substitution instance of the body. 

Goals in a Parlog computation are evaluated concurrently and can communicate 
via shared variables. Clause heads and guards define dataflow constraints which 
impose a direction on this communication. Nonvariable head arguments are 
matched with corresponding goal arguments when searching for a candidate 
clause. A matching operation suspends if the goal argument is not sufficiently 
instantiated for it to proceed. If all clauses for a call suspend, the call suspends. 
Variables are bound by explicit calls to a unification primitive = in the body of a 
clause. 
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The following program will be used to illustrate the language. This implements 
the quicksort sorting algorithm. It comprises three procedures: qsort / 2, 
partition / 4, and append / 3: 

qsort([E I Ll,S) + partition(E,L,Ll J-21, qsort(L1 ,Sl), qsort(L2,S2), 
append61 ,[E I S21,S). 

qsort([ 1,s) + s =[ 1. 

partition(E,[N )Ls],L,L2) +- N < E: L =[N ILlI, partition(E,Ls,Ll,L2). 
partition(E,[N ( Ls],Ll ,L) +NkE:L=[NIL21, partition(E,Ls,Ll,L2). 
partition(E,[ 1,Ll ,L2) +- Ll = [ I, L2 =[ I. 

append([E IXl,Y,O) + 0 =[E IZI, append(X,Y,Z). 
append([ l,Y,O) + 0 =Y. 

The notation [Head (Tail] denotes a list structure with head Head and tail Tail. 
Structured data can also be represented as tuples which are written 

{Argl , . . . , ArgN). Strings beginning with uppercase letters denote variables, whilst 
those with lowercase (or enclosed in quotation marks) denote constants. 

Note that each clause can be read declaratively as a logical sentence about lists 
and that each procedure defines a relation. For example, the procedure append / 3 
defines the relation append(X,Y,Z): appending the list Y to the list X gives the list 
Z. Its first clause reads: appending a list Y to a list [E 1 Xl gives the list [E lZ1 if 
appending Y to X gives Z. Its second clause reads: appending a list to the empty list 
gives that list. 

This program can be executed to sort lists. Consider for example a goal 
qsort([3,2,1,41,S). This is initially reduced using the first clause for qsott, to create 
a network of four goals (or processes, as they are also called), as illustrated in 
Figure 2. These new processes evaluate concurrently, creating further processes, 
and eventually bind the variable S to the sorted list [1,2,3,4]. 

Parlog provides the programmer with the ability to control the search for a 
candidate clause. In this paper, this control is represented by a special guard call 
otherwise, which succeeds if every other clause in the procedure fails. A call to 
this goal is hence equivalent to the negation of the heads and guards of other 
clauses in the procedure. 

FIGURE 2. Quicksort process network. 
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Parlog’s control metucafl is a language primitive that permits a Parlog program 
to initiate, monitor, and control the execution of another program. A call to this 
primitive has the general form 

call (Module ,Goal ,Status ,Control) 

where Module is a Parlog term representing the object code to be executed, Goal 
is the goal to be executed, and Status and Control are status and control variables. 

As execution proceeds, the Status argument is incrementally bound to a list of 
exception messages terminated, if execution terminates, with a constant represent- 
ing the result of the computation: succeeded, failed, or stopped. An exception 
message has the form exception(Type,Goal,NewGoal) and represents a error 
condition in the computation. Type is an error code; Goal indicates the goal in 
which the error occurred; NewGoal is a continuation variable that can be bound to 
a term representing a new goal, to replace the erroneous one [93. 

A concurrently executing process may bind the Control argument to the con- 
stant stop. This has the effect of terminating the evaluation of Goal and, once 
evaluation has terminated, unifying Status with stopped. 

The control metacall provides linguistic support for the notion of process pool 
or task. This is important in applications such as systems programming and 
simulation. 

APPENDIX II. A PROGRAM TRANSFORMATION 

This appendix uses a simple example to illustrate the use of Parlog for metapro- 
gramming. The relation abort in the program below specifies a transformation that 
can be applied using the generic transformation procedure transform introduced in 
Section 5.2.2. abort makes a procedure “abortable” by adding an extra argument 
which, when instantiated to a constant stop, causes evaluation of the procedure to 
terminate. 

abort(Cls,AProc) + (Cl) 
AProc = [{NewG, [ I, [ 1 II AClsl, 
Cls = [{Head,_, _)I _I, 
Head = ..[Name I Argsl, 
NewG =..[Name,stop I NewArgsl, 

args(Args,NewArgs), 
abort_cls(Cls,ACls). 

abort_cls([{H,G,B)I Clsl,ACls) 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

Create skeleton of new proc. 
Select 1st clause to obtain head. 
Select args to construct new head. 
Construct head of new clause. 
Construct args of new head. 
Transform other clauses. 

(C2) 
ACls = [{AH,[var(v(‘_l’)) IAGI, AB)IAClsll, 
extra_arg(H,AH), % Transform clause head. 
abort_gs(G,AG), % Transform guard calls. 
abort_gs(B,AB), % Transform body calls. 
abort_cls(Cls,AClsl). % Transform other clauses. 

abort_cls([ 1,ACls) + ACls = [ 1. 
aboti_gs([Goal I Gsl,AG) + 

primitive(Goal) : AG = [Goal IAGsl, abort_gs(Gs,AGs). 

(C3) 
(C4) 
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abod_gs([Goal I Gsl,AG) + cc51 
otherwise : AG = V\Goal (AGsl, extra_arg(Goal,AGoal), abort_gs(Gs,AGs). 

extra_arg(Goal, AGoal) + Goal = ..[Name I Argsl, (03 
AGoal = ..[Name, ~(‘-1’) IArgsl. 

args([ 1,NArgs) + NArgs = [ 1. % Produce list of variables (‘-9. (C7) 
argsU_ I Argd Nags) c Nargs = [v(‘_‘) I NArgsll, args(Args,NArgsl). (C8) 

To illustrate the transformation, the procedure on / 2 is shown transformed and 
untransformed: 

Untransformed Transformed Notes 

on([E I LIE). 
on([El I Ll,E) +- 

E = \= El : on(L,E). 

on(stop,_,_). 

04-1 ,[E I Ll,E) + var(_l) : true. 

on(_l ,[El JLl,E) + var(_l), E = \= El : 

on(_l ,L,E). 

(a> 

(b), (c) 

@I, (cl 

(b) 

where the notes refer to the following list of transformations specified by the 
program: 

(a) Add an extra clause to the procedure on(stop,_,_) (Cl). 

(b) Add an extra argument-the variable -1, represented in the program as 
~(‘-1 ‘)-to the head of each clause (C2) and to each goal in each clause’s 
guard and body which is not a primitive (C4-6). 

(c) Add an extra guard test var(_l) to each clause (C2) 

Recall that state access primitives provide Parlog+ programs with descriptions of 
procedures, etc. abort specifies a relation over procedure descriptions. If it is 
called with the term describing the procedure on/2 (Section 5.1.1) as input: 

[1on([v(‘E’) Iv(‘L’)l,v(‘E’)),[ I,[ I), % Clause 1: head & empty guard, body. 
{on(M‘El ‘1 Iv(‘L’)l,v(‘E’)), % Clause 2: head. 
[v(‘El ‘) = \= v(‘E’)], % Guard. 
[on(v(‘L’),v(‘E’))lI % Body. 

1 
it generates as output 

[{on(stop,v(’ ‘),v(r ‘M I,[ 11 
{on(v(‘_l’),[v?E’) I~(‘L’)l,v(‘E’)),~ar(v(‘_l’))l,[ I}, 
{odd‘ l’),[v(‘El’) Iv(‘L’)l,v(‘E’)), 
[var(v?_l')),v('El ‘) = \= v(‘E’)], 
[onhd‘_l’),v(‘L’), v(‘E’))l) 

1 

% Clause 1. (a) 
% Clause 2. (b),(c) 
% Clause 3. (b) 
% Guard. (c) 
% Body. (b) 

In this transformed term (which describes the transformed procedure, on / 3, given 
above), additional components are in boldface; annotations refer once again to the 
list of transformations. 

Note that in the program, primitive(G) reads: G is a call to a Parlog+ primitive. 
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Assume that the procedures defined in the program are located in program 
trans. Then the transaction 

?- tools : current(S) , defined (S ,on,Rs) , 

transform( (Rs,trans,abort} ,S,Sl) , next(S1). 

(where defined/3 is defined in Section 5.1.2 and transform/3 in Section 5.2.2) 
uses the relation abort/ 2 to transform all definitions of a relation on in the 

current state. The call to defined yields a list of definitions of on; transform 
generates a new state in which these are transformed using the relation abort. 
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